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Abstract. This paper shows how an integrated and formalized descrip-

tion of the abstract syntax and the semantics of the notations of objectoriented methods can be produced by extending EER/GRAL descriptions of the syntax by an operational semantics notated in Z .
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In order to formalize the semantic aspects of an object-oriented method its (textual and visual) languages have to be described precisely. Here, we develop an
operational semantics based on abstract syntax. Therefore, we will present the
description of the abstract syntax at rst.

1 Abstract Syntax
The abstract syntax of a notation used in an object-oriented method can be
described by a metamodel. The set of instances of this model is the set of abstract
syntax graphs of the documents (usually diagrams) which are used for modeling
real systems using that method.
For every document there is one corresponding syntax graph. This graph
can be checked whether it is correct with respect to the metamodel or not. A
diagram is a correct diagram if its corresponding syntax graph is an instance of
the metamodel of the method.
We use the EER/GRAL approach of modeling to achieve a formal description
of syntax graphs as described in EWD+96]. Here, graph classes { sets of graphs
{ are de ned using extended entity relationship (EER) descriptions CEW94]
which are annotated by integrity conditions expressed in the Z -like assertion
language GRAL (GRAph speci cation Language) F97].
Example: Figure 1 is an example of an EER/GRAL description which shows
a small part of the Booch metamodel SE97]. Roughly speaking, it de nes two
kinds of diagrams { ClassDiagrams and StateTransitionDiagrams. Class diagrams
describe the class structure of a system and state transition diagrams describe
the sequences of operations which are possible for a given class.
In the example, GRAL predicate CD4 demands that the names of classes in
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Fig. 1. Metamodel of the Booch Method (Part from SE97])

a system have to be unique, and GRAL predicate STD9 demands that an event
which is mapped to an operation of a class must belong to the state transition
diagram of the respective class1.
The EER/GRAL description of the notations underlying a method formalize
their (context free and context sensitive) syntax. It is proposed to formalize different notations separately, in order to integrate the descriptions into an overall
description afterwards. The approach has successfully been applied to the Booch
method SE97] and to OMT ES97].

2 Semantic Description
The semantics of a notation can be described by an operational semantics based
on abstract automata, called semantic bases. Such an automaton has states,
which describe possible con gurations, and a transition relation, which describes
possible transitions from one con guration to another. Furthermore, there is an
initial state from which the computation starts.
A semantic basis corresponds to some Z -text and some Z -schemata. We
propose to describe the semantic basis SBN of a graphical notation N in four
parts:
- some global de nitions,
- a schema CongN to model the states,
- a schema InitN to model the initial state, and
- a schema DeltaN to model the transition relation.
1

The predicate STD9 is an example for regular path expressions in GRAL. In this case
the long predicate states that there exists a path from e to o consisting of four edges
with the respective type and direction.

We will give an example by describing a semantics of both parts of our metamodel.
A ClassDiagram is used in Booch's method to describe what objects can be found
in a system. The universe of objects is given by the set OBJECT . An object is
either existent on its own (like e.g. the integers, strings, etc.) in which case it
has a value assigned to it by the partial function objectValue , or it may be an
instance of a { user-de ned { object class given in the diagram.
OBJECT VALUE ]
objectValue : OBJECT 7! VALUE
classOf : OBJECT 7! VClass
hdom (objectValue ) dom (classOf )i partition OBJECT
Objects of classes may change over time. An object carries the attributes
of its class and each attribute has a (changing) value, which is again an object
(given by the type of this attribute).
CongCD
objects : F OBJECT
objectAssign : OBJECT 7! (VAttribute 7! OBJECT )
objects  dom (classOf )
objects = dom (objectAssign )
8 o : OBJECT  c : VClass j c = classOf (o )
 (dom (objectAssign o ) = c isAttributeOf
^ (8 a : VAttribute  c1 : VClass j c isAttributeOf a isTypeOf c1
 c1 = classOf ((objectAssign o )(a )))
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The initial con guration of a class diagram is an arbitrary instantiation for
each class of the diagram.
InitCD
CongCD
Since a class diagram alone has no restrictions on the changes of its instantiations the transition relation DeltaCD is reduced to a very simple one.
DeltaCD
CongCD


A StateTransitionDiagram describes the state space of a given class, the events
that cause a transition from one state to another, and the actions which are
triggered by these events. The Cong of such a diagram is the actual state.
CongSTD
s : VState

The inital state of the semantic basis corresponds to the start state of the
state transition diagram.
InitSTD
CongSTD
s ag = start
:

A Delta is made due to an event which enables the transition and triggers
the action.
DeltaSTD
CongSTD
e ? : VEvent
a ! : VAction
9 t : VTransition  s startsAt t endsAt s ^ e ? causes t isActionOf a !
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3 Semantic Integration
At this point, we have only given a syntactic integration. For example, a StateTransitionDiagram always refersTo a ClassSpecication and therefore to a Class.
We will now describe the semantic integration of both diagrams. In order to do
this we use some meta operations which operate on semantic bases and adapt
them depending on the extended semantics of the integration.
To integrate the semantics given above we use the idea that each user-de ned
object in the system gets additionally assigned a state of its corresponding state
transition diagram. We put this idea into action by using the meta operation
addToSchema : Schema Declaration Predicate ! Schema
which extends a given schema in its declaration and its predicate part:
addToSchema (CongCD objectState : OBJECT 7! VState
dom (objectState ) = objects
^ 8 o : objects  s : VState j objectState (o ) = s
 s isUsedIn refersTo species (classOf (o )))
Using this integration, the initial con guration speci cation and the delta
speci cation have to be adapted in order to reect the fact, that states of the
objects shall behave according to the corresponding state transition diagram.
addToSchema (InitCD
8 o : objects  s : VState j objectState (o ) = s  InitSTD )
*

*

*

addToSchema (DeltaCD
8 o : objects  s s : VState j objectState (o ) = s ^ objectState (o ) = s
 (9 e ? : VEvent  a ! : VAction  DeltaSTD ))
These three changes lead to a modi ed version of SBCD which reects the
integrated semantics.
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4 Conclusion

These short (and simpli ed) examples should have shown, that a formal Z -based
semantics of object-oriented (oo) methods might be achieved:
1. The formalization of the abstract syntax of the notations of oo-methods can
be made properly and concisely by using the EER/GRAL approach.
2. These metamodels have several parts, which are then syntactically integrated
into one model. This is usually done by introducing a relationship or by
adding generalizations between two entities of dierent diagrams.
3. The semantics of the individual notations may be described operationally
by de ning semantic bases.
4. When considering the semantic integration these semantics may be combined
by meta operations on the semantic bases.
Here still a lot of work has to be done. Up to now about seven dierent meta
operations on semantic bases have been identi ed F96] and applied in examples.
These operations, when combined, enable us to realize the semantic integration
in several cases. We hope that some more experience will help to understand the
main approaches for integration using this technique.
It is interesting to note, that syntactic and semantic integration seem to be
only loosely coupled. We expected that the choice of a syntactical integration
operation in step 2 above would determine the semantic integration operation in
step 4. But we did not nd such a result. The meta operations used to integrate
the semantic bases are only determined by the intention of the considered objectoriented method but not by the syntactic approach.
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